Residential Wireless Expansion

Providing wireless access in Northeastern residence halls
What is residential wireless expansion?

The NUwave wireless network provides access in Northeastern classrooms, offices and general spaces. ITS is now working with Housing and Residential Life to expand coverage across all residence halls on the Boston campus.

Phase I of the expansion finished in Summer 2014.

Phase II is expected to be completed for the start of the 2015-2016 academic year.
What is included?

Full wireless access includes access to two networks:

- **NUwave** – The secure network available for all 802.1x capable computers and devices, such as laptops, tablets and mobile phones

- **NURes-device** – The unsecured network available only for devices that are not 802.1x capable, such as Chromebook, Roku, Apple TV and PS3/4
Is my hall covered yet?

The full list of buildings that have 100% NUwave coverage can be found here:

northeastern.edu/its/services/networks/nuwave/

Details and updates on Phase II can be found here:

northeastern.edu/its/nuwave-expansion-phase-2/
What does this mean to me?

To get all of your technology connected:

• Sign on to NUwave on any connected computer or capable device with your myNEU username and password. The network works just as it does across campus.

• To access NURES-device, you must register devices that need to use the network with ResNet. Details and How To’s:
  northeastern.edu/its/services/networks/nures-device
What does this mean to me?

ITS does recommend registering to use the secure wired network available in all residence halls – ResNet. It provides a more reliable and high-speed connection. Learn more here: northeastern.edu/its/services/networks/resnet/

You must disconnect any personal wireless routers you may have in place. Routers are banned from residence halls with NUwave access, as they degrade the signal for everyone in that hall, and they will be removed when detected.